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Abstrat
The appliation of Bayesian Neural Networks(BNN) to disriminate neutrino events from
bakgrounds in reator neutrino experiments has been desribed in Ref.[1℄. In the paper,
BNN are also used to identify neutrino events in reator neutrino experiments, but the
numbers of photoeletrons reeived by PMTs are used as inputs to BNN in the paper,
not the reonstruted energy and position of events. The samples of neutrino events
and three major bakgrounds from the Monte-Carlo simulation of a toy detetor are
generated in the signal region. Compared to the BNN method in Ref.[1℄, more
8
He/
9
Li
bakground and unorrelated bakground in the signal region an be rejeted by the
BNN method in the paper, but more fast neutron bakground events in the signal region
are unidentied using the BNN method in the paper. The unorrelated bakground to
signal ratio and the
8
He/
9
Li bakground to signal ratio are signiantly improved using
the BNN method in the paper in omparison with the BNN method in Ref.[1℄. But the
fast neutron bakground to signal ratio in the signal region is a bit larger than the one
in Ref.[1℄.
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1 Introdution
The main goals of reator neutrino experiments are to detet ν¯e → ν¯x osillation
and preisely measure the mixing angle of neutrino osillation θ13. The experiment
is designed to detet reator ν¯e's via the inverse β-deay reation
ν¯e + p→ e
+ + n.
The signature is a delayed oinidene between e+ and the neutron aptured
signals. In the paper, only three important soures of bakgrounds are taken into
aount and they are the unorrelated bakground from natural radioativity and
∗
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the orrelated bakgrounds from fast neutrons and
8
He/
9
Li. The bakgrounds
like the neutrino events onsist of two signals, a fast signal and a delay signal. It
is vital to separate neutrino events from bakgrounds aurately in the reator
neutrino experiments. Bayesian neural networks (BNN)[2℄ are algorithms of the
neural networks trained by Bayesian statistis. They are not only non-linear
funtions as neural networks, but also ontrols model omplexity. So their
exibility makes them possible to disover more general relationships in data
than traditional statistial methods and their preferring simple models make
them possible to solve the over-tting problem better than the general neural
networks[3℄. BNN have been used to partile identiation and event
reonstrution in the experiments of the high energy physis, suh as
Ref.[1, 4, 5, 6℄. The appliation of BNN to disriminate neutrino events from
bakgrounds in reator neutrino experiments has been desribed in Ref.[1℄. In
the paper, BNN are also used to identify neutrino events in the signal region[1℄ in
reator neutrino experiments, but the numbers of photoeletron reeived by
PMTs are used as inputs to BNN, not the reonstruted energy and position of
events.
2 The Classiation with BNN[1, 2, 6℄
The idea of BNN is to regard the proess of training a neural network as a Bayesian
inferene. Bayes' theorem is used to assign a posterior density to eah point, θ¯,
in the parameter spae of the neural networks. Eah point θ¯ denotes a neural
network. In the methods of BNN, one performs a weighted average over all points
in the parameter spae of the neural network, that is, all neural networks. The
methods are desribed in detail in Ref.[1, 2, 6℄. The posterior density assigned to
the point θ¯, that is, to a neural network, is given by Bayes' theorem
p
(
θ¯ | x, t
)
∝ p
(
t | x , θ¯
)
p
(
θ¯
)
(1)
Where x is a set of input data whih orresponds to a set of target t. The likelihood
p
(
t | x, θ¯
)
an be obtained by using a training sample. And a Gaussian prior is
speied for eah weight using the Bayesian neural networks pakage of Radford
Neal
1
. Given an event with data x′, an estimate of the probability that it belongs
to the signal is given by the weighted average
y¯ (x′|x, t) =
∫
y
(
x′, θ¯
)
p
(
θ¯ | x, t
)
dθ¯ (2)
Currently, the only way to perform the high dimensional integral in Eq. (2) is to
sample the density p
(
θ¯ | x, t
)
with Markov Chain Marlo Carlo (MCMC)
methods[2, 7, 8, 9℄. In MCMC methods, one steps through the θ¯ parameter spae
in suh a way that points are visited with a probability proportional to the
posterior density, p
(
θ¯ | x, t
)
. Points where p
(
θ¯ | x, t
)
is large will be visited more
often than points where p
(
θ¯ | x, t
)
is small.
1
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Eq. (2) approximates the integral using the average
y¯ (x′ | x, t) ≈
1
L
L∑
i=1
y
(
x′, θ¯i
)
(3)
where L is the number of points θ¯ sampled from p
(
θ¯ | x, t
)
. Eah point θ¯
orresponds to a dierent neural network with the same struture. So the
average is an average over neural networks, and the probability of the data x′
belongs to the signal. The average is loser to the real value of y¯ (x′ | x, t), when
L is suiently large.
3 Toy Detetor and Monte-Carlo Simulation[5℄
In the paper, a toy detetor is used to simulate entral detetors in the rea-
tor neutrino experiments, suh as Daya Bay experiment[10℄ and Double Chooz
experiment[11℄, with CERN GEANT4 pakage[12℄. The toy detetor is the same
as Ref.[5℄. A total of 366 PMTs are arranged in 8 rings of 30 PMTs on the lateral
surfae of the oil region, and in 5 rings of 24, 18, 12, 6, 3 PMTs on the top and
bottom aps.
The responses of neutrino events and bakgrounds deposited in the toy detetor
are simulated with GEANT4. Although the physial properties of the sintillator
and the oil (their optial attenuation length, refrative index and so on) are wave-
length dependent, only averages[13℄ (suh as the optial attenuation length of
Gd-LS with a uniform value is 8 meter and the one of LS is 20 meter) are used in
the detetor simulation.
Aording to the anti-neutrino interation in detetors of the reator neutrino
experiments[14℄, a neutrino event is uniformly generated throughout Gd-LS
region (see Fig. 1). A unorrelated bakground event is generated in suh a way
that a γ event generated on the base of the energy distribute of the natural
radioativity in the proposal of the Day Bay experiment[10℄ is regarded as the
fast signal, a neutron event of the single signal is regarded as the delay signal, its
delay time is uniformly generated from 2 µs to 100 µs and the positions of the
fast signal and the delay signal are uniformly generated throughout Gd-LS
region. A fast neutron event is uniformly generated throughout Gd-LS region
and its energy are uniformly generated from 0 MeV to 50 MeV, therein an event
of two signals are regarded as a fast neutron bakground event. Sine the
behaviors of
8
He/
9
Li deay events in detetors ouldn't be simulated by the
Geant4 pakage, a
8
He/
9
Li event is generated in suh a way that the neutron
signal from a fast neutron event is regarded as its delay signal, an eletron event
generated at the same position as the fast neutron event on the base of the
energy distribute of
8
He/
9
Li events in the proposal of the Day Bay
experiment[10℄ is regarded as its fast signal in the paper.
Energies and positions of neutrino events and bakgrounds are reonstruted by
the method in Ref.[5℄. The signal region is determined by using the reonstruted
energies and positions, as well as the neutron delay time(desribed in Ref.[1℄).
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4 Neutrino Disrimination with BNN
Choosing inputs to BNN is vital to identify neutrino events . The reonstruted
energies, the distane between reonstruted the positions of neutron and positron
and the neutron delay time were used as inputs to the BNN method in Ref.[1℄, but
the energies and the distane are both the reonstruted physis variables, and they
make BNN disriminations worse beause of their reonstrution unertainties. So
we try to use raw data as inputs to BNN. Obviously, the numbers of photoeletrons
reeived by 366 PMTs are rawer than the reonstruted variables. An event onsists
of two signals (a fast signal and a delay signal), so if the numbers of photoeletron
reeived by PMTs will be diretly used as inputs to BNN, BNN will have 732
inputs at least. It will take too muh time to run a BNN program in a general
omputer beause of suh many inputs. The method of reduing inputs to BNN
in the paper is that the photoeletrons reeived by several neighboring PMTs
are added up. That is several neighboring PMTs inorporate a PMT path. In
the paper, a PMT path is a 3(azimuth diretion)×4(z diretion) PMTs array on
the detetor lateral surfae or a 120
◦
setor(inluding 21 PMTs) on the detetor
top and bottom aps. The delay time between two signals is very important to
disriminate neutrino events from the unorrelated bakground, so the number of
photoeletrons reeived by a path is multiply by the delay time, and the result is
used as the inputs to all neural networks, whih have the same struture. Then all
the networks have a input layer of 52 inputs, the single hidden layer of fteen nodes
and a output layer of a single output whih is just the probability that an event
belongs to the neutrino event. Disriminating neutrino events from bakgrounds is
atually a binary response problem, that is the target is '1' or '0'. Neutrino events
are labeled by t=1, and bakground events are labeled by t=0. So the output of
BNN has to be a number between 0 and 1. If the output is less than 0.5, the event
is regarded as a bakground event, and If the output is larger than 0.5, the event
is regarded as a neutrino event.
A Markov hain of neural networks is generated using the Bayesian neural
networks pakage of Radford Neal, with a training sample onsisting of neutrino
events and bakground events. One thousand iterations, of twenty MCMC steps
eah, are used. The neural network parameters are stored after eah iteration,
sine the orrelation between adjaent steps is very high. That is, the points in
neural network parameter spae are saved to lessen the orrelation after twenty
steps here. It is also neessary to disard the initial part of the Markov hain
beause the orrelation between the initial point of the hain and the point of
the part is very high. The initial three hundred iterations are disarded here. It
takes about 120 hours to run 1000 iterations on a omputer with two 3.4GHz Intel
Pentium D proessors (only one of whih are used).
Neutrino identiation eienies are dened by the ratios between the num-
ber of the events in neutrino test sample regarded as neutrinos and the number
of neutrino test sample. Bakground identiation eienies are dened by the
ratios between the numbers of the events in bakground test samples regarded as
bakground events and the numbers of bakground test samples. The identiation
eienies are measured with the test sample whih is dierent from the train-
ing sample. Other 3000 events eah of the neutrino and the three bakgrounds
are used to test the identiation apability of the trained BNN. In the paper,
BNN are trained by the dierent training samples, whih onsist of neutrinos and
three bakgrounds at dierent rates, sine the dierent identiation eienies
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are obtained using those BNN.
5 Results and Disussion
As Tab. 1 shows, most neutrino events, unorrelated bakground events and
8
He/
9
Li bakground events in the signal region an be identied using the BNN
method in the paper, but only a small part of fast neutron bakground events an
be identied using the BNN method in the paper. Sine most fast neutron events
an't be disriminate from neutrino events using the BNN method in the paper,
neutrino disriminations are onerned with neutrino rates in training samples, as
well as ratios of neutrino events and fast neutron events in training samples. The
neutrino disrimination in the signal region inreases from 90.5% to 93.7% with
the inrease of the neutrino rate from 50.0% to 57.1% in the training sample using
the BNN method in the paper. And the neutrino disrimination also inreases
from 90.5% to 94.1% with the inrease of the ratio of neutrino events and fast
neutron events from 2:1 to 3:1 in the training sample. The dierent bakground
to signal ratios in the signal region are obtained using the BNN trained by the
training samples onsisting of neutrino events and bakground events at dierent
rates in the reator neutrino experiments.
Neutrino events are disriminated from fast neutrons and
8
He/
9
Li events via
their fast signals identiation, that is positron signals from neutrino events are
separated from reoil proton signals from fast neutrons and eletron signals from
8
He/
9
Li events. γ signals indued by positrons and reoil protons are loser to
point soures, but γ signals indued by eletrons are loser to line soures. There
is an eet on the distribution of photoeletrons over all the PMTs in the detetor
due to the dierene between a point soure and a line soure. The eet an be
extrated from the inputs by the BNN method in the paper. So neutrino events
an be better disriminated from
8
He/
9
Li events using the BNN method in the
paper, but distinguishing between neutrinos events and fast neutrons beomes
worse using the BNN method in the paper.
The events in the signal region an be identied using BNN one by one, one
those BNN are trained by training samples. If the BNN method in the paper is
used to the reator neutrino experiments, the bakground to signal ratios will be
hanged. We only roughly estimate the hanges here. We assume that the
unorrelated bakground fration in the signal region is A/N , the fast neutrons
bakground fration in the signal region is F/N , and the 8He/9Li bakground
fration in the signal region is L/N in the reator neutrino experiments. Those
bakground frations are very low (for example, they are <0.2%, 0.1%, 0.3% in
one of the near detetor laimed by the proposal of the Daya Bay experiment[10℄,
respetively). If neutrino events are disriminated from bakground events using
the BNN method in Ref.[1℄, the bakground to signal ratios an reah 0.2*(A/N),
0.68*(F/N) and 0.66*(L/N), respetively. If the eienies of the rst olumn in
Tab. 1 are use to the estimation, we get the result of the identiation using the
BNN method in the paper:
Unorrelated bakground/Signal=(A/N)*(1-0.983)/0.941=0.018*(A/N)
Fast neutrons Bakground/Signal=(F/N)*(1-0.293)/0.941=0.751*(F/N)
8
He/
9
Li Bakground/Signal=(L/N)*(1-0.913)/0.941=0.092*(L/N)
As the above equations show, the unorrelated bakground to signal ratio and
8
He/
9
Li bakground to signal ratio in the signal region are signiantly improved
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using the BNN method in the paper in omparison with the BNN method in
Ref.[1℄. And the fast neutron bakground to signal ratio is a bit larger than the
one in Ref.[1℄. But the fast neutron fration in the signal region is lower than the
ones of the unorrelated bakground and
8
He/
9
Li bakground, so the total
bakground to signal ratio using the BNN method in the paper is muh lower
than the one in Ref.[1℄. In a word, the BNN method in the paper an be applied
to disriminate neutrino events from bakground events better than the BNN
method in Ref.[1℄ and the method based on the uts in reator neutrino
experiments.
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Tab. 1: The dierent identiation eienies are obtained with the BNNs trained
by the dierent training samples, whih onsist of the neutrino and three
bakgrounds at dierent rates. The term after ± is the statistial error of
the identiation eienies. The numbers of the train samples are 24000,
respetively. The 3000 events eah of the unorrelated bakground, fast
neutron and
8
He/
9
Li are regarded as the test sample.
neutrino rate (%) 50.0 50.0 54.5 57.1
unorrelated bakground rate (%) 16.7 12.5 9.1 9.5
fast neutron rate (%) 16.7 25.0 27.3 23.8
8
He/
9
Li rate (%) 16.7 12.5 9.1 9.5
neutrino e.(%) 94.1±0.43 90.5±0.54 92.6±0.48 93.7±0.44
unorrelated bakground e.(%) 98.3±0.24 98.1±0.25 96.4±0.34 96.7±0.33
fast neutrons e.(%) 29.3±0.83 35.8±0.88 34.6±0.87 32.8±0.86
8
He/
9
Li e.(%) 91.3±0.51 90.6±0.53 87.7±0.60 87.5±0.60
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Fig. 1: The neutrino events for the Monte-Carlo simulation of the toy detetor are
uniformly generated throughout Gd-LS region. (a) is the distribution of the
positron energy; (b) is the distribution of the energy of the neutron aptured
by Gd; () is the distribution of the distane between the positron and
neutron positions; (d) is the distribution of the delay time of the neutron
signal.
